GARMIN GLO FOR AVIATION

The powerful G-Force vacuum base can withstand 23g of shake force, making a sturdy, lasting bond wherever you have a smooth, non-porous surface. That includes glass, plastic, even gelcoat. Creates a stable, reachable platform for your portable GPS that makes programming a breeze. Take it from airplane to auto. It even works in the boat. All G-Force Mounts include appropriate mounting hardware and an easy-to-follow User Guide.

Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
GARMIN GLO For Aviation | 11-10772 | $129.00
GARMIN GLO GPS with Vehicle Power Cable | 11-11571 | $99.00
Accessories | Part No. | Price
GARMIN Pilot App Basic Unlock | 13-11866 | $74.99
GARMIN Pilot App Pro Unlock W/Safetaxi & Geo Ref Charts | 13-11867 | $149.99

FREEFLIGHT XPLORER ADS-B RECEIVER

Mount for Garmin aera 796 Series - The G-Force GF220 Mount is all you need to turn your portable, large-format GPS into a heads-up display that will confirm your skill to think past the yoke.

P/N 11-10740 .......................... $68.50

Mount for Apple iPod - The G-Force GF260 iPad Mount comes complete: with a custom-designed cradle, tailored to your iPad-1 or iPad-2, secured to the remarkable G-Force GF2 Twin base.

P/N 11-10741 .......................... $64.75

Mount For Mini-tablet PCS - I f you want to turn your mini-tablet PC into a heads-up display, you want the G-Force GF163 Mount. The G-Force GF163 mount connects to your mini-tablet with the legendary Air Base.

P/N 11-12115 .......................... $56.90

Mount for Early Garmins - The G-Force Mount docks directly to the DEM cradle supplied by Garmin International with its GPS/MAP models 195 through 496. Other Garmin models and units from other manufacturers may require an interface cradle at additional cost. Cradles are not included with purchase.

P/N 11-08097 .......................... $42.75

Mount for Garmin 695/696 - This G-Force GF2 Mount is all you need to turn your portable, large-format GPS into a heads-up display that will confirm your skill to think past the yoke. In the time it takes to unroll your headset, your portable, large-format GPS will look like a fixed addition to your panel instrument array.

P/N 11-08773 .......................... $42.75

GF3 Antenna Farm - Collects Garmin's multiple antennas on the G-Force GF3 Mount, and locates them under the window canopy for superb clear satellite contact. A great way to manage that tangle of antenna wires.

P/N 11-08101 .......................... $41.95

Garmin Camera Mount - Now, High-Speed Photography is a One-handed No-Brainer. Attach your lightweight camera or video to this G-Force GF1 Mount, fitted with an industry standard 1/4-20 camera stud.

P/N 11-08103 .......................... $42.50

GF27 Camera Mount - Twice the holding power means double security. Dock your heavier camera to the G-Force GF1 Mount, fitted with an industry standard 1/4-20 camera stud.

P/N 11-08104 .......................... $79.50

FAT GECKO CAMERA MOUNTS

Secure cameras to any smooth surface including: motorcycles, cars, airplanes, and more. Fat Gecko's suction cups are so strong they can safely secure hold a camera weighing up to six pounds. Allows for 360° tilt, 360° turn, and 360° rotation for all the best filming angles in any activity. The 1/4 x 20 tripod mounting screws means you can use virtually any digital still or video camera on the market. Equipped with a removable extension tube so you can film around tire wells or over windshields.

Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
Fat Gecko Camera Mount | 11-07877 | $79.99
Fat Gecko Quick Release GPSMAP 696 - A quick and easy attachment of the Garmin™ 695 & 696 GPS units to be used in conjunction with the Fat Gecko
11-07918 .......................... $18.95
Fat Gecko Mini Mount - Single suction cup, with a 3" extension bar. Testd to carry 4 lbs
11-07917 .......................... $38.95
Fat Gecko Mini Tree Antenna - Gives users a quick and easy way to mount GPS antennas and others out of the way. To be used in conjunction with the Fat Gecko Mini Mount
11-07919 .......................... $23.95
Fat Gecko Co-Pilot is an easy way to mount any camera in a vehicle, airplane or any place two windows face each other. For example the Co-Pilot allows the camera to be suspended in the rear of the plane looking between the seats. Once attached, the camera can be adjusted to shoot up or down, turned sideways or even reversed by loosenning the two adjustment knobs on the mount.
11-10772 .......................... $89.00
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